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DaTARIUS Technologies GmbH releases powerful software
upgrade

-

CS4/WIN 6.01

DaTARIUS Technologies GmbH (previously known as KOCH equipment) will
release the latest version of their control software package CS4/WIN at
REPLItech North America, Los Angeles, CA, February 20-22. The release is
called CS4/WIN 6.01.  The main features of this software release are
described below.

MdC editor

This release is a milestone in the history of QC systems software engines,
since it includes the DaTARIUS designed ‘Multidimensional Calibration Tool’,
which offers users of DaTARIUS test equipment numerous possibilities to
calibrate CD and DVD test players themselves using the built-in and highly
user-friendly reference file editor called ‘MdC editor’. In order to perform a
calibration you need a reference file, which contains all the information
needed for calibration: what you are going to calibrate and what you are
going to use for this calibration. If such a file has been written, the
calibration procedure can be fully atomised, since any information the
system needs for calibration is stored in this file. The MdC editor is a
separate software unit, independent from the CS4/WIN software tool,
which means that it can be launched without CS4/WIN being installed.

Main focus of this calibration tool: user defined calibration. The standard
procedure for calibrating test players at production sites is to analyse a
disc on a laboratory reference test player and on DaTARIUS test players.
After comparing the results, the DaTARIUS test players are then calibrated.
The DaTARIUS reference files have proven to offer a higher accuracy than
customers’ reference files. It is a fact, however, that not all laboratory
reference test players measure exactly the same, which means that there
can be differences between the values measured by DaTARIUS and those
measured by a customer. With the ‘MdC editor’, the new DaTARIUS
calibration tool, the user is able to match his own or DaTARIUS calibration
to a specific reference test system.

The DaTARIUS Multidimensional Calibration Tool has some outstanding
features.

Multipoint Calibration
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Multipoint calibration means that an unlimited number of points can be
used as reference values for calibration, covering the entire range of
signals. The more points are used to calibrate, the closer the calibration
curve gets to the actual response (multiple reference points spread at
different values).

Multidisc Calibration

With the new DaTARIUS Calibration Tool, up to eight discs per step (any
discs) can be used to compose a reference file, which means that users
are no longer limited to one disc per signal or measurement. Now, for
instance, the calibration for one signal can be divided over a set of
different discs, allowing showing the complete range of possible results
within the specifications. Also existing reference files can be converted
and used again.

Radius dependent calibration

Due to the design of the optics and of the mechanical structure of test
players, measurements of the same signal can be different if measured on
the inner, centre, or outer part of the disc. In order to cover these non-
linear variations, the DaTARIUS calibration tool also allows users to compose
a reference file that takes measurements at different radii on the disc
(called reference radii) into account. So different calibrations can be
performed at different positions on the disc. This results in more accurate
measurements over the entire disc.

Layer dependent calibration

This is a very important feature for calibrating multilayer DVDs, because
there are considerable differences in player characteristics for specific
signals like TPP, I14N, RES, JC, when measuring layer 0 or layer 1. The main
reason for that are different optical properties between layer 0 and layer 1.
Layer dependent calibration allows you to calibrate signals both for layer 0
as well as for layer 1 in order to counteract such differences in player
characteristics.

Medium dependent calibration

With the new Multidimensional Calibration Tool DaTARIUS test systems can
be calibrated for various kinds of media:
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CD DVD5 DVD9
OTP

DVD9
PTP

SACD

Stamper X X X X X

Master X X

Replica X X X X X

Speed dependent calibration

Single (CD/DVD) and double speed (CD) paths and calibrations. The
DaTARIUS Multidimensional calibration Tool offers separate paths and
calibrations for 1X and 2X speeds to ensure compatibility with standards.

OMP DVD Glass master player supported

DaTARIUS developed a test player for OMP DVD glass masters, called
DaTARIUS OMP-5.1, which is supported from software release 6.01 onwards.
Together with the DaTARIUS CS/4.2-MF (Multiformat Test Player for CD), this
tester for OMP glass masters is the perfect quality control solution for OMP
customers who use their DMS 8000 for producing both CD and DVD
masters. The solution offered by DaTARIUS: testing CD and DVD masters,
stampers, and replicas with one single system.

Control Data Simulation

The control data of discs like SACD (Super Audio CD) or copy protected
DVDs are scrambled. A test player needs these data in order to be able to
start a test sequence. The DaTARIUS software release 6.01 can simulate
these control data both for SACD and copy protected DVDs.

Local defect detection  (‘Missing pits’)

The new DaTARIUS software release version 6.01 enables checking a
number of new signals. One of these signals is called ‘local defects’ (also
referred to as ‘missing pits’) and is measured via 2 parameters: HFL and
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DO. The parameter HFL (HF Low) is an indication for abnormal deviations in
the HF signal: the HF signal is lower than 70 % (adjustable) of the maximum
HF value. These deviations do not cause problems for consumer players.
The second parameter, DO (Drop Out) detects abnormal deviations in the
HF signal, which cause read-out problems for consumer players. In such a
case, the HF signal is lower than 30 % (adjustable) of the maximum HF
value.

Testing copy protected discs

From Release 6.01 onwards DaTARIUS test players are able to test discs that
are protected by the following systems:

• SafeAudio and SafeDisc (Macrovision)

• Cactus and CDS100 (Midbar)


